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AGM, Ranking Theory, and the Many Ways
to Cope with Examples

Wolfgang Spohn

Abstract The paper first explains how the ranking-theoretic belief change or1

conditionalization rules entail all of the standard AGM belief revision and con-2

traction axioms. Those axioms have met a lot of objections and counter-examples,3

which thus extend to ranking theory as well. The paper argues for a paradigmatic set4

of cases that the counter-examples can be well accounted for with various pragmatic5

strategies while maintaining the axioms. So, one point of the paper is to save AGM6

belief revision theory as well as ranking theory. The other point, however, is to dis-7

play how complex the pragmatic interaction of belief change and utterance meaning8

may be; it should be systematically and not only paradigmatically explored.9

Keywords Ordinal conditional function · Ranking theory · AGM · Success10

postulate · Preservation postulate · Superexpansion postulate · Intersection11

postulate · Recovery postulate12

1 Introduction1
13

Expansions, revisions, and contractions are the three kinds of belief change intensely14

studied by AGM belief revision theory and famously characterized by the stan-15

dard eight revision and eight contraction axioms. Even before their canonization in16

Alchourrón et al. (1985), ranking theory and its conditionalization rules for belief17

change (Spohn 1983, Sect. 5.3) generalized upon the AGM treatment. I always took18

the fact that these conditionalization rules entail the standard AGM axioms (as19

1 I am grateful to Paul Arthur Pedersen for discussing his example in Sect. 6 with me, to David
Makinson and Brian Leahy for various hints and corrections, and to two anonymous referees
for further valuable remarks considerably improving the paper.

W. Spohn (B)
Department of Philosophy, University of Konstanz, 78457 Konstanz, Germany
e-mail: wolfgang.spohn@uni-konstanz.de

S. O. Hansson (ed.), David Makinson on Classical Methods for Non-Classical Problems, 95
Outstanding Contributions to Logic 3, DOI: 10.1007/978-94-007-7759-0_6,
© Springer Science+Business Media Dordrecht 2014
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96 W. Spohn

first observed in Spohn (1988), footnote 20, and in Gärdenfors (1988), Sect. 3.7) as20

reversely confirming ranking theory.21

As is well known, however, a vigorous discussion has been going on in the last 2022

years about the adequacy of those axioms, accumulating a large number of plausible23

counter-examples, which has cast a lot of doubt on the standard AGM theory and has24

resulted in a host of alternative axioms and theories. Via the entailment just mentioned25

these doubts extend to ranking theory; if those axioms fall, ranking theory falls, too.26

Following Christian Morgenstern’s saying “weil nicht sein kann, was nicht sein darf”,27

this paper attempts to dissolve those doubts by providing ranking-theoretic ways of28

dealing with those alleged counter-examples, which avoid giving up the standard29

AGM axioms. So, this defense of the standard AGM axioms is at the same time a30

self-defense of ranking theory.31

This is the obvious goal of this paper. It is a quite restricted one, insofar as it32

exclusively focuses on those counter-examples. No further justification of AGM or33

ranking theory, no further comparative discussion with similar theories is intended;34

both are to be found extensively, if not exhaustively in the literature.35

There is, however, also a mediate and no less important goal: namely to demon-36

strate the complexities of the pragmatic interaction between belief change and37

utterance meaning. I cannot offer any account of this interaction. Instead, the variety38

of pragmatic strategies I will be proposing in dealing with these examples should39

display the many aspects of that interaction that are hardly captured by any sin-40

gle account. So, one conclusion will be that this pragmatics, which has been little41

explored so far, should be systematically studied. And the other conclusion will be42

that because of those complexities any inference from such examples to the shape43

of the basic principles of belief change is premature and problematic. Those princi-44

ples must be predominantly guided by theoretical considerations, as they are in both45

AGM and ranking theory in well-known ways.46

The plan of the paper is this: I will recapitulate the basics of ranking theory in47

Sect. 2 and its relation to AGM belief revision theory in Sect. 3, as far as required48

for the subsequent discussion. There is no way of offering a complete treatment49

of the problematic examples having appeared in the literature. I have to focus on50

some paradigms, and I can only hope to have chosen the most important ones.51

I will first attend to revision axioms: Sect. 4 will deal with the objections against52

the Success Postulate, Sect. 5 with the Preservation Postulate, and Sect. 6 with the53

Superexpansion Postulate. Then I will turn to contraction axioms: Sect. 7 will be54

devoted to the Intersection Postulate, and Sect. 8 to the Recovery Postulate, perhaps55

the most contested one of all. Section 9 will conclude with a brief moral.56

2 Basics of Ranking Theory57

AGM belief revision theory is used to work with sentences of a given language L58

—just a propositional language; quantifiers and other linguistic complications are59

rarely considered. For the sake of simplicity let us even assume L to be finite, i.e.,60
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AGM, Ranking Theory, and the Many Ways to Cope with Examples 97

to have only finitely many atomic sentences. L is accompanied by some logic as61

specified in the consequence relation Cn, which is usually taken to be the classical62

compact Tarskian entailment relation. I will assume it here as well (although there are63

variations we need not go into). A belief set is a deductively closed set of sentences64

of L, usually a consistent one (since there is only one inconsistent belief set). Belief65

change then operates on belief sets. That is, expansion, revision, and contraction66

by ϕ ∈ L operate on belief sets; they carry a given belief set into a, respectively,67

expanded, revised, or contracted belief set.68

By contrast, ranking theory is used to work with a Boolean algebra (or field of69

sets) A of propositions over a space W of possibilities. Like probability measures,70

ranking functions are defined on such an algebra. Let us again assume the algebra A71

to be finite; the technical complications and variations arising with infinite algebras72

are not relevant for this paper (cf. Huber 2006; Spohn 2012, Chap. 5). Of course, the73

two frameworks are easily intertranslatable. Propositions simply are truth conditions74

of sentences, i.e., sets of valuations of L (where we may take those valuations as the75

possibilities in W). And if T (ϕ) is the truth condition of ϕ, i.e., the set of valuations76

in which ϕ is true, then {T (ϕ)|ϕ ∈ L} is an algebra—indeed a finite one, since we77

have assumed L to be finite.78

I have always found it easier to work with propositions. For instance, logically79

equivalent sentences, which are not distinguished in belief revision theory, anyway80

(due to its extensionality axiom), reduce to identical propositions. And a belief set81

may be represented by a single proposition, namely as the intersection of all the82

propositions corresponding to the sentences in the belief set. The belief set is then83

recovered as the set of all sentences corresponding to supersets of that intersection84

in the algebra (since the classical logical consequence between sentences simply85

reduces to set inclusion between propositions).86

Let me formally introduce the basic notions of ranking theory before explaining87

their standard interpretation:88

Definition 1: κ is a negative ranking function for A iff κ is a function from A into89

N+ = N ∪ {∞} such that for all A, B ∈ A90

(1) κ(W ) = 0,91

(2) κ(∅) = ∞, and92

(3) κ(A ∪ B) = min{κ(A), κ(B)}.93

Definition 2: β is a positive ranking function for A iff β is a function from A into94

N+ such that for all A, B ∈ A95

(4) β(∅) = 0,96

(5) β(W ) = ∞, and97

(6) β(A ∩ B) = min{β(A), β(B)}.98

Negative and positive ranking functions are interdefinable via the equations:99

(7) β(A) = κ( Ā) and κ(A) = β( Ā). A further notion that is often useful is this:100
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98 W. Spohn

Definition 3: τ is a two-sided ranking function for A (corresponding to κ and/or β)101

iff102

(8) τ(A) = κ( Ā)− κ(A) = β(A)− κ(A).103

The axioms immediately entail the law of negation:104

(9) either κ(A) = 0 or κ( Ā) = 0, or both (for negative ranks), and105

(10) either β(A) = 0 or β( Ā) = 0, or both (for positive ranks), and106

(11) τ( Ā) = − τ(A) (for two-sided ranks).107

Definition 4: Finally, the core of a negative ranking function κ or a positive ranking108

function β is the proposition109

(12) C =⋂ {
A| κ (

Ā
)
> 0

} =⋂ {A| β (A) > 0}.110

Given the finiteness of A (or a strengthening of axioms (3) and (6) to infinite111

disjunctions or, respectively, conjunctions), we obviously have β(C) > 0.112

The standard interpretation of these notions is this: Negative ranks express degrees113

of disbelief. (Thus, despite being non-negative numbers, they express something114

negative and are therefore called negative ranks.) To be a bit more explicit, for115

A ∈ A κ(A) = 0 says that A is not disbelieved, and κ(A) = n > 0 says that A is116

disbelieved (to degree n). Disbelieving is taking to be false and believing is taking117

to be true. Hence, belief in A is the same as disbelief in Ā and thus expressed by118

κ( Ā) > 0. Note that we might have κ(A) = κ( Ā) = 0, so that A is neither believed119

nor disbelieved.120

Positive ranks express degrees of belief directly. That is, β(A) = 0 iff A is not121

believed, and β(A) = n > 0 iff A is believed or taken to be true (to degree n). This122

interpretation of positive and negative ranks entails, of course, their interdefinability123

as displayed in (7).124

Because of the axioms (1) and (4) beliefs are consistent; not everything is believed125

or disbelieved. Because of the axioms (3) and (6) beliefs are deductively closed. And126

the core of κ or β represents all those beliefs, by being their conjunction and entailing127

all of them and nothing else.128

Finally, two-sided ranks are useful because they represent belief and disbelief129

in a single function. Clearly, we have τ(A)>0,<0, or = 0, iff, respectively, A130

is believed, disbelieved, or neither. However, a direct axiomatization of two-sided131

ranks is clumsy; this is why I prefer to introduce them via Def. 3. Below I will freely132

change between negative, positive, and two-sided ranks.133

As already indicated, ranks represent not only belief, but also degrees of belief; the134

larger β(A), the firmer your degree of belief in A. So, they offer an alternative model of135

such degrees. The standard model is probability theory, of course. However, it is very136

doubtful whether probabilities are able to represent beliefs, as the huge discussion137

triggered by the lottery paradox shows. (The lottery paradox precisely shows that138

axiom (c) of Def. 2 cannot be recovered in probabilistic terms.) So I consider it an139

advantage of ranking theory that it can represent both, beliefs and degrees of belief.140

(For all this see Spohn 2012, Chaps. 5 and 10.)141
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AGM, Ranking Theory, and the Many Ways to Cope with Examples 99

Indeed, these degrees are cardinal, not ordinal (like Lewis’ similarity spheres142

or AGM’s entrenchment ordering), and they are accompanied by a measurement143

theory, which proves them to be measurable on a ratio scale (cf. Hild and Spohn144

2008; Spohn 2012, Chap. 8). (Probabilities, by contrast, are usually measured on an145

absolute scale.)146

I should perhaps mention that there are some formal variations concerning the147

range of ranking functions, which might consist of real or ordinal numbers instead148

of natural numbers; indeed, the measurement theory just mentioned works with149

real-valued ranking functions. In the infinite case, there is also some freedom in150

choosing the algebraic framework and in strengthening axioms (3) and (6). Here, we151

need not worry about such variations; it suffices to consider only the finite case and152

integer-valued ranking functions.153

The numerical character of ranks is crucial for the next step of providing an154

adequate notion of conditional belief. This is generated by the notion of conditional155

ranks, which is more naturally defined in terms of negative ranking functions:156

Definition 5: The negative conditional rank κ(B|A) of B ∈ A given or conditional157

on A ∈ A (provided κ(A) <∞) is defined by:158

(13) κ(B|A) = κ(A ∩ B)− κ(A).159

This is equivalent to the law of conjunction:160

(14) κ(A ∩ B) = κ(A)+ κ(B|A).161

This law is intuitively most plausible: How strongly do you disbelieve A∩ B? Well,162

A might be false; then A∩ B is false as well; so take κ(A), your degree of disbelief in163

A. But if A should be true, B must be false in order A∩ B to be false. So add κ(B|A),164

your degree of disbelief in B given A.165

The positive counterpart is the law of material implication:166

(15) β (A→ B) = β (B|A) + β
(

Ā
)
—where A → B = Ā ∪ B is (set-theoretic)167

material implication and where the positive conditional rank β (B|A) of B given168

A is defined in analogy to (7) by:169

(16) β (B|A) = κ
(
B̄|A)

.170

(15) is perhaps even more plausible: Your degree of belief in A → B is just your171

degree of belief in its vacuous truth, i.e., in Ā, plus your conditional degree of belief172

in B given A. This entails that your conditional rank and your positive rank of the173

material implication coincide if you don’t take A to be false, i.e., β( Ā) = 0.174

It should be obvious, though, that conditional ranks are much more tractable in175

negative than in positive terms. In particular, despite the interpretational differences176

there is a far-reaching formal analogy between ranks and probabilities. However,177

this analogy becomes intelligible only in terms of negative ranks and their axioms178

(1)–(3) and (13). This is why I have always preferred negative ranks to their positive179

counterparts.180

Conditional ranks finally entail a notion of conditional belief:181

(17) B is conditionally believed given A iff β (B|A) = κ
(
B̄|A)

> 0.182
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100 W. Spohn

One further definition will be useful:183

Definition 6: The negative ranking function κ is regular iff for all A ∈ A with184

A �= ∅ κ(A) <∞.185

Hence, in a regular ranking function only the contradiction is maximally firmly186

disbelieved, and only the tautology is maximally firmly believed. And conditional187

ranks are universally defined except for the contradictory condition. This corresponds188

to the probabilistic notion of regularity.189

There is no space for extensive comparative observations. Just a few remarks:190

Ranking functions have ample precedent in the literature, at least in Shackle’s (1961)191

functions of potential surprise, Rescher’s (1964) hypothetical reasoning, and Cohen’s192

(1970) functions of inductive support. All these predecessors arrived at the Baconian193

structure of (1)–(3) or (4)–(6), as it is called by Cohen (1980). However, none of194

them has an adequate notion of conditional ranks as given by (13) or (16); this is the195

crucial advance of ranking theory (cf. Spohn 2012, Sect. 11.1).196

AGM belief revision theory seems to adequately capture at least the notion of197

conditional belief. However, in my view it founders at the problem of iterated belief198

revision. The point is that conditional belief is there explained only via the ordinal199

notion of an entrenchment ordering, but within these ordinal confines no convincing200

account of iterated revision can be found. (Of course, the defense of this claim would201

take many pages.) The iteration requires the cardinal resources of ranking theory, in202

particular the cardinal notion of conditional ranks (cf. Spohn 2012, Chaps. 5 and 8).203

Finally, ranking theory is essentially formally equivalent to possibility theory as204

suggested by Zadeh (1978), fully elaborated in Dubois and Prade (1988), and further205

expanded in many papers; the theories are related by an exponential (or logarithmic)206

scale transformation. However, while ranking theory was determinately intended to207

capture the notion of belief, possibility theory was and is less determinate in my view.208

This interpretational indecision led to difficulties in defining conditional degrees of209

possibility, which is not an intuitive notion, anyway, and therefore formally explicable210

in various ways, only one of which corresponds to (13) (cf. Spohn 2012, Sect. 11.8).211

AGM unambiguously talk about belief, and therefore I continue my discussion in212

terms of ranking theory, which does the same.213

Above I introduced my standard interpretation of ranking theory, which I then214

extended to conditional belief. However, one should note that it is by no means215

mandatory. On this interpretation, there are many degrees of belief, many degrees216

of disbelief, but only one degree of unopinionatedness, namely the two-sided rank217

0. This looks dubious. However, we are not forced to this interpretation. We might218

as well take some threshold value z > 0 and say that only β (A) > z expresses219

belief. Or in terms of two-sided ranks: τ (A) > z is belief, −z ≤ τ (A) ≤ z is220

unopinionatedness, and τ (A) < −z is disbelief. Then, the basic laws of belief are221

still preserved, i.e., belief sets are always consistent and deductively closed. It’s only222

that the higher the threshold z, the stricter the notion of belief. I take this to account223

for the familiar vagueness of the notion of belief; there is only a vague answer to224

the question: How firmly do you have to believe something in order to believe it?225
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AGM, Ranking Theory, and the Many Ways to Cope with Examples 101

Still, the Lockean thesis (“belief is sufficient degree of belief”) can be preserved in226

this way, while it must be rejected if degrees of belief are probabilities. Of course,227

the vagueness also extends to conditional belief. However, the ranking-theoretic228

apparatus underneath is entirely unaffected by that reinterpretation.229

Let us call this the variable interpretation of ranking theory. Below, the standard230

interpretation will be the default. But at a few places, which will be made explicit,231

the variable interpretation will turn out to be useful.232

3 AGM Expansion, Revision, and Contraction as Special Cases233

of Ranking-Theoretic Conditionalization234

The notion of conditional belief is crucial for the next point. How do we change belief235

states as represented by ranking functions? One idea might be that upon experiencing236

A we just move to the ranks conditional on A. However, this means treating experience237

as absolutely certain (since β (A|A) = ∞); nothing then could cast any doubt on that238

experience. This is rarely or never the case; simple probabilistic conditionalization239

suffers from the same defect. This is why Jeffrey (1965/1983, Chap. 11) proposed240

a more general version of conditionalization, and in Spohn (1983, Sect. 5.3, 1988,241

Sect. 5) I proposed to transfer this idea to ranking theory:242

Definition 7: Let κ be a negative ranking function for A and A ∈ A such that κ(A),243

κ( Ā) <∞, and n ∈ N+. Then the A→n-conditionali zation κA→n of κ is defined244

by245

(18) κA→n (B) = min
{
κ (B|A) , κ (

B| Ā)+ n
}
.246

The A→ n-conditionalization will be called result-oriented.247

It is easily checked that248

(19) κA→n(A) = 0 and κA→n( Ā) = n.249

Thus, the parameter n specifies the posterior degree of belief in A and hence the250

result of the belief change; this is why I call it result-oriented. It seems obvious to me251

that learning must be characterized by such a parameter; the learned can be learned252

with more or less certainty. Moreover, for any B we have κA→n(B|A)= κ(B|A) and253

κA→n
(
B| Ā)= κ

(
B| Ā)

. In sum, we might describe A→n-conditionalization as shift-254

ing the A-part and the Ā-part of κ in such a way that A and Ā get their intended ranks255

and as leaving the ranks conditional on A and on Ā unchanged. This was also the cru-256

cial rationale behind Jeffrey’s generalized conditionalization (cf. also Teller 1976).257

However, as just noticed, the parameter n specifies the effect of experience, but258

does not characterize experience by itself. This objection was also raised against259

Jeffrey—by Field (1978), who proposed quite an intricate way to meet it. In ranking260

terms the remedy is much simpler:261
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102 W. Spohn

Definition 8: As before, let κ be a negative ranking function for A , A ∈ A such262

that κ(A), κ( Ā) < ∞, and n ∈ N+. Then the A↑n-conditionalization κA↑n of κ is263

defined by264

(20) κA↑n(B) = min{κ(A∩ B)−m, κ( Ā∩ B)+n−m}, where m = min{κ(A), n}.265

The A↑n-conditionalization will be called evidence-oriented.266

The effect of this conditionalization is that, whatever the prior ranks of A and Ā,267

the posterior rank of A improves by exactly n ranks in comparison to the prior rank268

of A. This is most perspicuous in the easily provable equation269

(21) τA↑n(A)−τ (A) = n270

for the corresponding two-sided ranking function. So, now the parameter n indeed271

characterizes the nature and the strength of the evidence by itself—whence the name.272

Of course, the two kinds of conditionalization are interdefinable; we have:273

(22) κA→n = κA↑m , where m = τ( Ā)+ n.274

Result-oriented conditionalization is also called Spohn conditionalization, since it275

was the version I proposed, whereas evidence-oriented conditionalization is also276

called Shenoy conditionalization, since it originates from Shenoy (1991). There are,277

moreover, generalized versions of each, where either the direct effect of learning or278

the experience itself is characterized by some ranking function on some partition279

of the given possibility space (not necessarily a binary partition {A, Ā}), as already280

proposed by Jeffrey (1965/1983, Chap. 11) for probabilistic learning. This general-281

ized conditionalization certainly provides the most general and flexible learning rule282

in ranking terms. However, there is no need to formally introduce it; below I will283

refer only to the simpler rules already stated. (For more careful explanations of this284

material see Spohn 2012, Chap. 5.)285

All of this is directly related to AGM belief revision theory. First, these rules of286

conditionalization map a ranking function into a ranking function. Then, however,287

they also map the associated belief sets (= set of all propositions entailed by the288

relevant core). Thus, they do what AGM expansions, revisions, and contractions do.289

The latter may now easily be seen to be special cases of result-oriented condition-290

alization. At least, the following explications seem to fully capture the intentions of291

these three basic AGM movements:292

Definition 9: Expansion by A simply is A→n-conditionalization for some n > 0,293

provided that τ (A) ≥ 0; that is, the prior state is does not take A to be false, and the294

posterior state believes or accepts A with some firmness n.295

Definition 10: Revision by A is A→n-conditionalization for some n > 0, provided296

that−∞ < τ(A) < 0; that is, the prior state disbelieves A and the posterior state is297

forced to accept A with some firmness n. In the exceptional case where τ(A) = −∞298

no A→n-conditionalization and hence no revised ranking function is defined. In299

this case we stipulate that the associated belief set is the inconsistent one. With this300

stipulation, ranking-theoretic revision is as generally defined as AGM revision.301
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For both, expansion and revision by A, it does not matter how large the parameter302

n is, as long as it is positive. Although the posterior ranking function varies with303

different n, the posterior belief set is always the same; a difference in belief sets304

could only show up after iterated revisions.305

As to contraction by A: A→0-conditionalization amounts to a two-sided con-306

traction either by A or by Ā (if one of these contractions is substantial, the other307

one must be vacuous); whatever the prior opinion about A, the posterior state then308

is unopinionated about A. Hence, we reproduce AGM contraction in the following309

way:310

Definition 11: Contraction by A is A→0-conditionalization in case A is believed,311

but not maximally, i.e., ∞ > τ(A) > 0, and as no change at all in case A is312

not believed, i.e., τ(A) ≤ 0. In the exceptional case where τ(A) = ∞, no A→0-313

conditionalization and hence no contracted ranking function is defined. In this case314

we stipulate that the contraction is vacuous and does not change the belief set. Thereby315

ranking-theoretic contraction is also as generally defined as AGM contraction.316

It should be clear that these three special cases do not exhaust conditionalization.317

For instance, there is also the case where evidence directly weakens, though does318

not eliminate the disbelief in the initially disbelieved A. Moreover, evidence might319

also speak against A; but this is the same as evidence in favor of Ā.320

The crucial observation for the rest of the paper now is that revision and contraction321

thus ranking-theoretically defined entail all eight AGM revision and all eight AGM322

contractions axioms, (K ∗ 1) − (K ∗ 8) and (K ÷ 1) − (K ÷ 8)—provided we323

restrict the ranking-theoretic operations to regular ranking functions. The effect of324

this assumption is that ∅ is the only exceptional case for revision and W the only325

exceptional case for contraction.326

For most of the axioms this entailment is quite obvious (for full details see Spohn327

2012, Sect. 5.5). In the sequel, I move to and fro between the sentential framework328

(using greek letters and propositional logic) and the propositional framework (using329

italics and set algebra). This should not lead to any misunderstanding. K is a variable330

for belief sets, K ∗ ϕ denotes the revision of K by ϕ ∈ L and K ÷ ϕ the contraction331

of K by ϕ. Finally A = T (ϕ) and B = T (ψ).332

(K∗1), Closure, says: K ∗ϕ = Cn(K ∗ϕ). It is satisfied by Definiton 10, because,333

according to each ranking function, the set of beliefs is deductively closed.334

(K ∗ 2), Success, says in AGM terms: ϕ ∈ K ∗ ϕ. With Def. 10 this translates335

into: κA→n( Ā) > 0 (n > 0). This is true by definition (where we require regularity336

entailing that κA→n is defined for all A �= ∅).337

(K ∗ 3), Expansion 1, says in AGM terms: K ∗ ϕ ⊆ Cn(K ∪ {ϕ}).338

(K ∗ 4), Expansion 2, says: if ¬ϕ /∈ K , then Cn (K ∪ {ϕ}) ⊆ K ∗ ϕ. Together,339

(K ∗3) and (K ∗4) are equivalent to K ∗ϕ = Cn (K ∪ {ϕ}), provided that¬ϕ /∈ K .340

With Def. 10 this translates into: if κ (A) = 0 and if C is the core of κ, then the core341

of κA→n (n > 0) is C ∩ A. This is obviously true.342
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104 W. Spohn

(K ∗ 5), Consistency Preservation, says in AGM terms: if ⊥ /∈ Cn(K) and ⊥ /∈343

Cn(ϕ), then ⊥ /∈ K ∗ ϕ (⊥ is some contradictory sentence). This holds because, if344

κ is regular, κA→n(n > 0) is regular, too, and both have consistent belief sets.345

(K ∗ 6), Extensionality, says in AGM terms: if Cn(ϕ) = Cn(ψ), then K ∗ ϕ =346

K ∗ ψ. And in ranking terms: κA→n = κA→n . It is built into the propositional347

framework.348

(K ∗ 7), Superexpansion, says in AGM terms: K ∗ (ϕ∧ψ) ⊆ Cn((K ∗ϕ)∪ {ψ}).349

(K ∗ 8), Subexpansion, finally says: if ¬ψ /∈ K ∗ ϕ, then Cn ((K ∗ ϕ) ∪ {ψ}) ⊆350

K ∗ (ϕ∧ψ). In analogy to (K ∗3) and (K ∗4), the conjunction of (K ∗7) and (K ∗8)351

translates via Def. 10 into: if κ (B|A) = 0 and if C is the core of κA→n (n > 0) then352

the core of κA∩B→n is C∩B. This is easily seen to be true. The point is this: Although353

Rott (1999) is right in emphasizing that (K ∗ 7) and (K ∗ 8) are not about iterated354

revision, within ranking theory they come to that, and they say then that (K ∗ 3) and355

(K ∗ 4) hold also after some previous revision; and, of course, (K ∗ 3) and (K ∗ 4)356

hold for any ranking function.357

Similarly for the contraction axioms:358

(K ÷ 1), Closure, says: K ÷ ϕ = Cn(K ÷ ϕ). It holds as trivially as (K ∗ 1).359

(K ÷ 2), Inclusion, says in AGM terms: K ÷ ϕ ⊆ K . And via Definition 11 in360

ranking terms: the core of κ is a subset of the core of κA→0. This is indeed true by361

definition.362

(K÷3), Vacuity, says in AGM terms: if ϕ /∈ K , then K ÷ϕ = K . And in ranking363

terms: If κ( Ā) = 0, then κA→0 = κ. This is true by Definition 11.364

(K ÷ 4), Success, says in AGM terms: ϕ /∈ K ÷ ϕ, unless ϕ ∈ Cn(∅). And in365

ranking terms: if A �= W , then κA→0(A) = 0. Again this is true by Def. 11, also366

because κA→0 is defined for all A �= W due to the regularity of κ.367

(K ÷ 5), Recovery, says in AGM terms: K ⊆ Cn((K ÷ ϕ) ∪ {ϕ}). With Def. 11368

this translates into ranking terms: if C is the core of κ and C′ the core of κA→0, then369

C ′ ∩ A ⊆ C . This holds because C ⊆ C ′ and C′ – C ⊆ Ā.370

(K ÷ 6), Extensionality, says: if Cn(ϕ) = Cn(ψ), then K ÷ ϕ = K ÷ ψ. It is371

again guaranteed by our propositional framework.372

(K ÷ 7), Intersection, says in AGM terms: (K ÷ ϕ) ∩ (K ÷ψ) ⊆ K ÷ (ϕ∧ψ).373

(K÷8), Conjunction, finally says: if ϕ /∈ K÷(ϕ∧ψ), then K÷(ϕ∧ψ) ⊆ K÷ϕ.374

Both translate via Def. 11 into the corresponding assertions about the cores of the375

ranking functions involved. I spare myself showing their ranking-theoretic validity,376

also because of the next observation. (But see Spohn 2012, p. 90.)377

As to the relation between AGM revision and contraction, I should add that the378

Levi Identity and the Harper Identity also hold according to the ranking-theoretic379

account of those operations:380

The Levi Identity says in AGM terms: K ∗ ϕ = Cn ((K ÷¬ϕ) ∪ {ϕ}). And in381

ranking terms: if C′ is the core of κA→n (n > 0) and C′′ the core of κ Ā→0, then382

C′ = C ′′ ∩ A. It thus reduces revision to contraction (and expansion) and is imme-383

diately entailed by Defs. 10–11.384

The Harper Identity says in AGM terms: K÷ϕ = K ∩(K ∗ ¬ϕ). And in ranking385

terms: if C is the core of κ, C′ is the core of κ Ā→n (n> 0), and C′′ the core of κA→0,386

then C′′ = C ∪ C′. It thus reduces contraction to revision and holds again because of387
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Def. 10–11. Moreover, since the Harper Identity translates the eight revision axioms388

(K ∗ 1) − (K ∗ 8) into the eight contraction axioms (K ÷ 1) − (K ÷ 8) and since389

ranking-theoretic revision satisfies (K ∗ 1)− (K ∗ 8), as shown, ranking-theoretic390

contraction must satisfy (K ÷ 1)−(K ÷ 8); so, this proves (K ÷ 7)−(K ÷ 8).391

I should finally add that the picture does not really change under the variable392

interpretation introduced at the end of the previous section. Only the variants of393

conditionalization increase thereby. I have already noted that expansion and revision394

are unique only at the level of belief sets, but not at the ranking-theoretic level. Under395

the variable interpretation, contraction looses its uniqueness as well, because under396

this interpretation there are also many degrees of unopinionatedness. However, rank397

0 preserves its special status, since it is the only rank n for which possibly τ (A) =398

τ( Ā) = n. Hence, the unique contraction within the standard interpretation may now399

be called central contraction, which is still special.400

The problem I want to address in this paper is now obvious. If many of the401

AGM revision and contraction postulates seem objectionable or lead to unintuitive402

results, then the above ranking-theoretic explications of AGM revision and contrac-403

tion, which entail those postulates, must be equally objectionable. Hence, if I want404

to maintain ranking theory, I must defend AGM belief revision theory against these405

objections. This is what I shall do in the rest of this paper closely following Spohn406

(2012, Sect. 11.3), and we will see that ranking theory helps enormously with this407

defense. I cannot cover the grounds completely. However, if my strategy works with408

the central objections to be chosen, it is likely to succeed generally.409

4 The Success Postulate for AGM-Revision410

Let me start with three of the AGM postulates for revision. A larger discussion411

originated from the apparently undue rigidity of the Success postulate (K ∗ 4)412

requiring that413

(23) ϕ ∈ K ∗ ϕ,414

i.e., that the new evidence must be accepted. Many thought that “new information415

is often rejected if it contradicts more entrenched previous beliefs” (Hansson 1997,416

p. 2) or that if new information “conflicts with the old information in K, we may417

wish to weigh it against the old material, and if it is … incredible, we may not wish418

to accept it” (Makinson 1997, p. 14). Thus, belief revision theorists tried to find419

accounts for what they called non-prioritized belief revision. Hansson (1997) is a420

whole journal issue devoted to this problem.421

The idea is plausible, no doubt. However, the talk of weighing notoriously remains422

an unexplained metaphor in belief revision theory; and the proposals are too rami-423

fied to be discussed here. Is ranking theory able to deal with non-prioritized belief424

revision?425

Yes. After all, ranking theory is made for the metaphor of weighing (cf. Spohn426

2012, Sect. 6.3). So, how do we weigh new evidence against old beliefs? Above I427
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explained revision by A as result-oriented A→n-conditionalization for some n > 0428

(as far as belief sets were concerned, the result was the same for all n > 0). And429

thus Success was automatically satisfied. However, I also noticed that evidence-430

oriented A↑n-conditionalization may be a more adequate characterization of belief431

dynamics insofar as its parameter n pertains only to the evidence. Now we can see432

that this variant conditionalization is exactly suited for describing non-prioritized433

belief revision.434

If we assume that evidence always comes with the same firmness n > 0, then435

A↑n-conditionalization of a ranking function κ is sufficient for accepting A if κ436

(A) < n and is not sufficient for accepting A otherwise. One might object that the437

evidence A is here only weighed against the prior disbelief in A. But insofar as the438

prior disbelief in A is already a product of a weighing of reasons (as described in439

Spohn 2012, Sect. 6.3), the evidence A is also weighed against these old reasons.440

It is not difficult to show that A↑n-conditionalization with a fixed n is a model of441

screened revision as defined by Makinson (1997, p. 16). And if we let the parameter442

n sufficient for accepting the evidence vary with the evidence A, we should also be443

able to model relationally screened revision (Makinson 1997, p. 19).444

Was this a defense of Success and thus of AGM belief revision? Yes and no.445

The observation teaches the generality and flexibility of ranking-theoretic condition-446

alization. We may define belief revision within ranking theory in such a way as to447

satisfy Success without loss. But we also see that ranking theory provides other kinds448

of belief change which comply with other intuitive desiderata and which we may,449

or may not, call belief revision. In any case, ranking-theoretic conditionalization is450

broad enough to cover what has been called non-prioritized belief revision.451

5 The Preservation Postulate452

Another interesting example starts from the observation that (K * 4), Expansion 2,453

is equivalent to the Preservation postulate, given (K * 2), Success:454

(24) if¬ϕ /∈ K , then K ⊆ K ∗ ϕ455

Preservation played an important role in the rejection of the unrestricted Ramsey456

test in Gärdenfors (1988, Sect. 7.4). Later on it became clear that Preservation is457

wrong if applied to conditional sentences ϕ (cf. Rott 1989) or, indeed, to any kind of458

auto-epistemic or reflective statements. Still, for sentences ϕ in our basic language459

L, Preservation appeared unassailable.460

Be this as it may, even Preservation has met intuitive doubts. Rabinowicz (1996)461

discusses the following simple story: Suppose that given all my evidence I believe462

that Paul committed a certain crime (= ψ); so ψ ∈ K. Now a new witness turns up463

producing an alibi for Paul (= ϕ). Rabinowicz assumes that ϕ, though surprising,464

might well be logically compatible with K; so¬ϕ /∈ K. However, after the testimony465

I no longer believe in Paul’s guilt, so ψ /∈ K ∗ ϕ, in contradiction to Preservation.466
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Fig. 1 A Counter-example to Preservation?

Prima facie, Rabinowicz’ assumptions seem incoherent. If I believe Paul to be467

guilty, I thereby exclude the proposition that any such witness will turn up; the468

appearance of the witness is a surprise initially disbelieved. So, we have ¬ϕ ∈ K469

after all, and Preservation does not apply and holds vacuously.470

Look, however, at the following negative ranking function κ and its ϕ→6- or471

ϕ↑9-conditionalization κ′ (again, forgive me for mixing the sentential and the propo-472

sitional framework) (Fig. 1).473

As it should be, the witness is negatively relevant to Paul’s guilt according to κ474

(and vice versa); indeed, Paul’s being guilty (ψ) is a necessary and sufficient reason475

for assuming that there is no alibi (¬ϕ)—in the sense that ¬ϕ is believed given ψ476

and ϕ is believed given ¬ψ. Hence, we have κ(¬ψ) = 6, i.e., I initially believe in477

Paul’s guilt, and confirming our first impression, κ(ϕ) = 3, i.e., I initially disbelieve478

in the alibi.479

However, I have just tacitly assumed the standard interpretation in which negative480

rank> 0 is the criterion of disbelief. We need not make this assumption. I emphasized481

at the end of Sect. 2 that we might conceive disbelief more strictly according to the482

variable interpretation, say, as negative rank > 5. Now note what happens in our483

numerical example: Since κ(¬ψ) = 6 and κ(ϕ) = 3, I do initially believe in Paul’s484

guilt, but not in the absence of an alibi (though one might say that I have positive485

inclinations toward the latter). Paul’s guilt is still positively relevant to the absence486

of the alibi, but neither necessary nor sufficient for believing the latter. After getting487

firmly informed about the witness, I change to κ′(¬ϕ) = 6 and κ(ψ) = 3; that is,488

I believe afterwards that Paul has an alibi (even according to our stricter criterion489

of belief) and do not believe that he has committed the crime (though I am still490

suspicious).491

By thus exploiting the vagueness of the notion of belief, we have found a model492

that accounts for Rabinowicz’ intuitions. Moreover, we have described an operation493

that may as well be called belief revision, even though it violates Preservation. Still,494

this is not a refutation of Preservation. If belief can be taken as more or less strict,495

belief revision might mean various things and might show varying behavior. And the496

example has in fact confirmed that, under our standard interpretation (with disbelief497

being rank > 0), belief revision should conform to preservation.498

This raises an interesting question: What is the logic of belief revision (and499

contraction) under the variable interpretation of belief within ranking theory just500

used? I don’t know; I have not explored the issue. What is clear is only that the logic501

of central contraction (cf. the end of Sect. 3) is the same as the standard logic of con-502

traction, because central contraction is contraction under the standard interpretation.503
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6 The Superexpansion Postulate504

As already noticed by Gärdenfors (1988, p. 57), (K ∗ 7), Superexpansion, is equiv-505

alent to the following assertion, given (K ∗ 1)− (K ∗ 6):506

(25) K ∗ ϕ ∩ K ∗ψ ⊆ K ∗ (ϕ ∨ψ).507

Arthur Paul Pedersen has given the following very plausible example that is at least508

a challenge to that assertion (quote from personal communication):509

Tom is president of country X. Among other things, Tom believes510

¬ϕ: Country A will not bomb country X.511

¬ψ: Country B will not bomb country X.512

Tom is meeting with the chief intelligence officer of country X, who is competent, serious,513

and honest.514

Scenario 1: The intelligence officer informs Tom that country A will bomb country X (ϕ).515

Tom accordingly believes that country A will bomb country X, but he retains his belief that516

country B will not bomb country X (¬ψ). Because Tom’s beliefs are closed under logical517

consequence, Tom also believes that either country A or country B will not bomb country X518

(¬ ϕ ∨¬ψ).519

So ϕ, ¬ψ, ¬ ϕ ∨¬ψ are in K ∗ ϕ.520

Scenario 2: The intelligence officer tells Tom that country B will bomb country X (ψ).521

Tom accordingly believes that country B will bomb country X, but he retains his belief that522

country A will not bomb country X (¬ϕ). Because Tom’s beliefs are closed under logical523

consequence, Tom also believes that either country A or country B will not bomb country X524

(¬ ϕ ∨¬ψ).525

So ψ, ¬ ϕ, ¬ ϕ ∨¬ψ are in K ∗ψ.526

Scenario 3: The intelligence officer informs Tom that country A or country B or both will527

bomb country X (ϕ ∨ψ). In this scenario, Tom does not retain his belief that country A528

will not bomb country X (¬ϕ). Nor does Tom retain his belief that country B will not529

bomb country X (¬ψ). Furthermore, Tom does not retain his belief that either country A530

or country B will not bomb country X (¬ ϕ ∨¬ψ)—that is to say, his belief that it is not531

the case that both country A and country B will bomb country X—for he now considers it532

a serious possibility that both country A and country B will bomb country X. Accordingly,533

Tom accepts that country A or country B or both will bomb country X (ϕ ∨ψ), but Tom534

retracts his belief that country A will not bomb country X (¬ϕ), his belief that country B will535

not bomb country X (¬ψ), and his belief that either country A or country B will not bomb536

country X (¬ϕ ∨¬ψ).537

So ϕ ∨ψ is in K ∗ (ϕ ∨ψ).538

Importantly, ¬ ϕ ∨¬ψ is not in K ∗ (ϕ ∨ψ)!539

One can understand the reason for the retraction of ¬ ϕ ∨¬ψ in Scenario 3 as follows:540

If after having learned that either country A or country B will bomb country X Tom learns541

that country A will bomb country X, for him it is not settled whether country B will bomb542

country X. Yet if Tom were to retain his belief that either country A or country B will not543
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Fig. 2 A Counter-example to Superexpansion?

bomb country X, this issue would be settled for Tom, for having learned that country A will544

bomb country X, Tom would be obliged to believe that country B will not bomb country545

X—and this is unreasonable to Tom.546

Obviously (K ∗ 7), or the equivalent statement (25), is violated by this example.547

Still, I think we may maintain (K ∗ 7). Figure 2 below displays a plausible ini-548

tial epistemic state κ. Scenarios 1 and 2 are represented by κ1 and κ2, which are,549

more precisely, the ϕ →1- and the ψ →1-conditionalization of κ. However, more550

complicated things are going on in scenario 3. Pedersen presents the intelligence551

officer’s information that “country A or country B or both will bomb country X” in552

a way that suggests that its point is to make clear that the “or” is to be understood553

inclusively, not exclusively. If the information had been that “either country A or554

country B (and not both) will bomb country X”, there would be no counter-example,555

and the supplementary argument in the last paragraph of the quote would not apply;556

after learning that country A will bomb country X, Tom would indeed be confirmed557

in believing that country B will not bomb country X.558

However, the communicative function of “or” is more complicated. In general, if559

I say “p or q”, I express, according to Grice’s maxim of quantity, that I believe that560

p or q, but do not believe p and do not believe q, and hence exclude neither p nor561

q; otherwise my assertion would have been misleading. And according to Grice’s562

maxim of quality, my evidence is such as to justify the disjunctive belief, but not any563

stronger one to the effect that p, non-p, q, or non-q.564

So, if the officer says “ϕ or ψ or both”, the only belief he expresses is indeed the565

belief in ϕ ∨ψ, but he also expresses many non-beliefs, in particular that he excludes566

neither ϕ, nor ψ, nor ϕ ∧ψ. And if Tom trusts his officer, he adopts the officer’s567

doxastic attitude, he revises by ϕ ∨ψ, and he contracts by¬ ϕ ∨¬ψ, in order not to568

exclude ϕ ∧ψ. Given the symmetry between ϕ and ψ, the other attitudes concerning569

ϕ and ψ then follow. That is, if Grice’s conversational maxims are correctly applied,570

there is not only a revision going in scenario 3, but also a contraction. And then,571

of course, there is no counter-example to Superexpansion. This is again displayed572

in Fig. 2, where κ3 is the ϕ ∨ψ →1-conditionalization of the initial κ (in which573

¬ϕ∨¬ψ is still believed) and κ4 is the ¬ϕ∨¬ψ →0-conditionalization of κ3 (in574

which ¬ ϕ ∨¬ψ is no longer believed).575

Note that these tables assume a symmetry concerning ϕ and ψ, concerning the576

credibility of the attacks of country A and country B. We might build in an asymmetry577

instead, and then the situation would change.578
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To confirm my argument above, suppose that in scenario 1 the officer informs579

Tom that country A will bomb country X or both countries will. The belief thereby580

expressed is the same as that in the original scenario 1. But why, then, should the581

officer choose such a convoluted expression? Because he thereby expresses different582

non-beliefs, namely that he does not exclude that both countries will bomb country583

X. And then, Tom should again contract by ¬ ϕ ∨ ¬ ψ. In the original scenario 1,584

by contrast, the officer does not say anything about country B, and hence Tom may585

stick to his beliefs about country B, as Pedersen has assumed.586

We might change scenario 3 in a converse way and suppose that the officer only587

says that country A or country B will bomb country X, without enforcing the inclusive588

reading of “or” by adding “or both”. Then the case seems ambiguous to me. Either589

Tom might read “or” exclusively and hence stick to his belief that not both countries,590

A and B, will bomb country X. Or Tom might guess that the inclusive reading is591

intended; but then my redescription of the case holds good. Either way, no counter-592

example to Superexpansion seems to be forthcoming.593

7 The Intersection Postulate for AGM-Contraction594

Let me turn to some of the AGM contraction postulates, which have, it seems, met595

even more doubt. And let me start with the postulate (K ∗ 7), Intersection, which596

says:597

(26) (K ÷ ϕ)∩ (K ÷ψ) ⊆ K ÷ (ϕ ∧ψ).598

This corresponds to the revision postulate (K ∗ 7) just discussed. Sven Ove Hansson599

has been very active in producing (counter-)examples. In (1999, p. 79) he tells a600

story also consisting of three scenarios and allegedly undermining the plausibility of601

Intersection:602

I believe that Accra is a national capital (ϕ). I also believe that Bangui is a national capital603

(ψ) As a (logical) consequence of this, I also believe that either Accra or Bangui is a national604

capital (ϕ ∨ψ).605

Case 1: ‘Give the name of an African capital’ says my geography teacher.606

‘Accra’ I say, confidently.607

The teacher looks angrily at me without saying a word. I lose my belief in ϕ. However, I still608

retain my belief in ψ, and consequently in ϕ ∨ψ.609

Case 2: I answer ‘Bangui’ to the same question. The teacher gives me the same wordless610

response. In this case, I lose my belief in ψ, but I retain my belief in ϕ and consequently my611

belief in ϕ ∨ψ.612

Case 3: ‘Give the names of two African capitals’ says my geography teacher.613

‘Accra and Bangui’ I say, confidently.614

The teacher looks angrily at me without saying a word. I lose confidence in my answer, that615

is, I lose my belief in ϕ ∧ψ. Since my beliefs in ϕ and in ψ were equally strong, I cannot616

choose between them, so I lose both of them.617

After this, I no longer believe in ϕ ∨ψ.618
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1 2 3 4

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0

Initial contraction contraction contraction contraction 
State of by of by of by of first by 

or by [ , ] and then by 

Fig. 3 A Counter-example to Contraction?

At first blush, Hansson’s response to case 3 sounds plausible. I suspect, however,619

this is so because the teacher’s angry look is interpreted as, respectively, ϕ and ψ620

being false. So, if case 1 is actually a revision by ¬ ϕ, case 2 a revision by ¬ψ,621

and case 3 a revision by ¬ ϕ ∧¬ψ, Hansson’s intuitions concerning the retention622

of ϕ ∨ψ come out right. It is not easy to avoid this interpretation. The intuitive623

confusion of inner and outer negation—in this case of disbelief and non-belief—is624

ubiquitous. And the variable interpretation of (dis)belief would make the confusion625

even worse.626

Still, let us assume that the teacher’s angry look just makes me insecure so that627

we are indeed dealing only with contractions. Fig. 3 then describes all possible con-628

tractions involved. κ1 and κ2 represent the contractions in case 1 and case 2. These629

cases are unproblematic.630

However, I think that case 3 is again ambiguous. The look might make me uncer-631

tain about the whole of my answer. So I contract by ϕ ∧ψ, thus give up ϕ as well632

as ψ (because I am indifferent between them) and retain ϕ ∨ψ. This is represented633

by κ3 in Fig. 3.634

It is more plausible, though, that the look makes me uncertain about both parts of635

my answer. So I contract by ϕ and by ψ. This may be understood as what Fuhrmann636

and Hansson (1994) call package contraction by [ϕ, ψ], in which case I still retain637

ϕ∨ψ (according to Fuhrmann and Hansson (1994), and according to my ranking-638

theoretic reconstruction of multiple and in particular package contraction in Spohn639

(2010)—for details see there). The result is also represented by κ3 in Fig. 3. The640

sameness is accidental; in general, single contraction by ϕ ∧ψ and package con-641

traction [ϕ, ψ] fall apart.642

Or it may be understood as an iterated contraction; I first contract by ϕ and643

then by ψ (or the other way around). Then the case falls into the uncertainties of644

AGM belief revision theory vis-à-vis iterated contraction (and revision). Ranking-645

theoretic contraction, by contrast, can be iterated (for the complete logic of iterated646

contraction see Hild and Spohn (2008)). And it says that by first contracting by ϕ647

and then by ψ one ends up with no longer believing ϕ ∨ψ (at least if ϕ and ψ are648

doxastically independent in the ranking-theoretic sense, as may be plausibly assumed649

in Hanssons’s example). This is represented by κ4 in Fig. 3.650
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Again, these results depend on the built-in symmetries between ϕ and ψ and their651

independence and thus on the prior state κ and its acquisition. If it were different,652

the contractions might have different results.653

Thus, I have offered two different explanations of Hansson’s intuition without the654

need to reject Intersection. In this case, I did not allude to maxims of conversation as655

in the previous section (since the teacher does not say anything). The effect, however,656

is similar. Plausibly, other or more complicated belief changes are going on in this657

example than merely single contractions. Therefore it does not provide any reason658

to change the postulates characterizing those single contractions.659

8 The Recovery Postulate660

Finally, I turn to the most contested of all contraction postulates, Recovery (K ÷ 5),661

which asserts:662

(27) K ⊆ Cn((K ÷ ϕ)∪ {ϕ})663

Hansson (1999, p. 73) presents the following example: Suppose I am convinced that664

George is a murderer (= ψ) and hence that George is a criminal (= ϕ); thus ϕ,665

ψ ∈ K. Now I hear the district attorney stating: “We have no evidence whatsoever666

that George is a criminal.” I need not conclude that George is innocent, but certainly667

I contract by ϕ and thus also lose the belief that ψ. Next, I learn that George has668

been arrested by the police (perhaps because of some minor crime). So, I accept669

that George is a criminal, after all, i.e., I expand by ϕ. Recovery then requires that670

ψ ∈Cn ((K÷ϕ) ∪ {ϕ}), i.e., that I also return to my belief that George is a murderer.671

I can do so only because I must have retained the belief in ϕ → ψ while giving672

up the belief in ϕ and thus in ψ. But this seems absurd, and hence we face a clear673

counter-example against Recovery.674

This argument is indeed impressive—but not unassailable. First, let me repeat that675

the ranking-theoretic conditionalization rules are extremely flexible; any standard676

doxastic movement you might want to describe can be described with them. The677

only issue is whether the description is natural. However, that is the second point:678

what is natural is quite unclear. Is the example really intended as a core example679

of contraction theory, such that one must find a characterization of contraction that680

directly fits the example? Or may we give more indirect accounts? Do we need, and681

would we approve of, various axiomatizations of contraction operations, each fitting682

at least one plausible example? There are no clear rules for this kind of discussion,683

and as long as this is so the relation between theory and application does not allow684

any definite conclusions.685

Let us look more closely at the example. Makinson (1997) observes (with686

reference to the so-called filtering condition of Fuhrmann (1991), p. 184) that I687

believe ϕ (that George is a criminal) only because I believe ψ (that George is a mur-688

derer). Hence I believe ϕ→ ψ, too, only because I believe ψ, so that by giving up689

ϕ and hence ψ the belief in ϕ → ψ should disappear as well. This implicit appeal690
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1 3 4

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

2 0 1 0

Initial contraction contraction contraction 

State of by of by of first by 

and the n by 

Fig. 4 A Counter-example to Recovery?

to justificatory relations captures our intuition well and might explain the violation691

of Recovery (though the “only because” receives no further explication). However, I692

find the conclusion of Makinson (1997, p. 478) not fully intelligible:693

Examples such as those above … show that even when a theory is taken as closed under con-694

sequence, recovery is still an inappropriate condition for the operation of contraction when695

the theory is seen as comprising not only statements but also a relation or other structural696

element indicating lines of justification, grounding, or reasons for belief. As soon as contrac-697

tion makes use of the notion “y is believed only because of x”, we run into counterexamples698

to recovery … But when a theory is taken as “naked”, i.e. as a bare set of statements closed699

under consequence, then recovery appears to be free of intuitive counterexamples.700

I would have thought that the conclusion is that it does not make much sense to701

consider “naked” theories, i.e., belief states represented simply as sets of sentences,702

in relation to contraction, since the example makes clear that contraction is governed703

by further parameters not contained in that simple representation. This is exactly the704

conclusion elaborated by Haas (2005, Sect. 2.10).705

I now face a dialectical problem, though. A ranking function is clearly not a naked706

theory in Makinson’s sense. It embodies justificatory relations; whether it does so707

in a generally acceptable way, and whether it can specifically explicate the “only708

because”, does not really matter. (I am suspicious of the “only because”; we rarely,709

if ever, believe things only for one reason.) Nevertheless, it is my task to defend710

Recovery. Indeed, my explanation for our intuitions concerning George is a different711

one.712

First, circumstances might be such that recovery is absolutely right. There might713

be only one crime under dispute, a murder, and the issue might be whether George714

has committed it, and not whether George is a more or less dangerous criminal. Thus,715

I might firmly believe that he is either innocent or a murderer so that, when hearing716

that the police arrested him, my conclusion is that he is a murderer, after all.717

These are special circumstances, though. The generic knowledge about criminals718

to which the example appeals is different. In my view, we are not dealing here with719

two sentences or propositions, ϕ and ψ, of which one, ψ, happens to entail the720

other, ϕ. We are rather dealing with a single scale or variable which, in this simple721

case, takes only three values: “murderer”, “criminal, but not a murderer”, and “not722

criminal”. (See Fig. 4, where ϕ and ψ generate a 2 × 2 matrix. However, one field723
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is impossible and receives negative rank∞; one can’t be an innocent murderer. So,724

you should rather read the remaining three fields as a single, three-valued scale.)725

The default for such scales or variables is that a distribution of degrees of belief726

over the scale is single-peaked. In the case of negative ranks this means that the727

distribution of negative ranks over the scale has only one local minimum; so, the728

distribution should rather be called ‘single-dented’.729

In the present example, the default means: For each person, there is one degree of730

criminality which is most credible (where credibility is measured here by two-sided731

ranks, but the default as well applies to other kinds of credibility like probabilities),732

and other degrees of criminality are the less credible, the further away they are from733

the most credible degree, i.e., they decrease in a weakly monotonous way. This default734

is obeyed in my initial doxastic state κ displayed in Fig. 4, in which I believe George735

to be a murderer; there negative ranks take their minimum at the value “murderer”736

and then increase.737

Now, a standard AGM contraction by ϕ (or a ϕ→0-conditionalization), as738

displayed in the second matrix of Fig. 4, produces a two-peaked or ‘two-dented’739

distribution: both “not criminal” and “murderer” receive negative rank 0 and only740

the middle value (“criminal, but not a murderer” receives a higher negative rank (and741

remains thus disbelieved). This just reflects the retention of ϕ → ψ. Thus, AGM742

contraction violates the default of single-peakedness (or ‘single-dentedness’).743

Precisely for this reason we do not understand the district attorney’s message744

as an invitation for a standard contraction. Rather, I think the message “there is no745

evidence that George is a criminal” is tacitly supplemented by “let alone a murderer”,746

in conformity to Grice’s maxim of quantity. That is, we understand it as an invitation747

to contract not by ϕ ∧ψ (as displayed in the third matrix of Fig. 4), but by ψ (George748

is a murderer), and then, if still necessary, by ϕ or, what comes to the same, by ϕ∧¬ψ749

(as displayed in the fourth matrix of Fig. 4). In other words, we understand it as an750

invitation to perform a mild contraction by ϕ in the sense of Levi (2004, p. 142f.),751

after which no beliefs about George are retained. Given this reinterpretation there is752

no conflict between Recovery and the example.753

Levi (2004, p. 65f.) finds another type of example to be absolutely telling against754

Recovery (see also his discussion of still another example in Levi (1991), p. 134ff.).755

Suppose you believe that a certain random experiment has been performed (= ϕ),756

say, a coin has been thrown, and furthermore you believe in a certain outcome of that757

experiment (= ψ), say, heads. Now, doubts are raised as to whether the experiment758

was at all performed. So, you contract by ϕ and thereby give up ψ as well. Suppose,759

finally, that your doubts are dispelled. So, you again believe in ϕ. Levi takes it to be760

obvious that, in this case, it should be entirely open to you whether or not the random761

ψ obtains—another violation of Recovery.762

I do not find this story so determinate. Again, circumstances might be such that763

Recovery is appropriate. For instance, the doubt might concern the correct execution764

of the random experiment; it might have been a fake. Still, there is no doubt about its765

result, if the experiment is counted as valid. In that case Recovery seems mandatory.766

However, I agree with Levi that this is not the normal interpretation of the situation.767

But I have a different explanation of the normal interpretation. In my view, the point768
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of the example is not randomness, but presupposition. ψ presupposes ϕ (in the769

formal linguistic sense); one cannot speak of the result of an experiment unless the770

experiment has been performed. And then it seems to be a pragmatic rule that, if771

the requirement is to withdraw a presupposition, then one has to withdraw the item772

depending on this presupposition explicitly, and not merely as an effect of giving up773

the presupposition.774

Let us look at the situation a bit more closely. Of course, the issue depends on775

which formal account of presuppositions to accept. We may say that q (semantically)776

presupposes p if both q and¬q logically entail p, although p is not logically true; since777

Strawson (1950) this is standard as a first attempt at semantic presupposition. Then,778

however, it is clear that our propositional framework, or the sentential framework with779

its consequence relation Cn, is not suited for formally dealing with presuppositions.780

Or we may treat presuppositions within dynamic semantics. But again, our framework781

is not attuned to such alternatives. Hence we have to be content with an informal782

discussion; it will be good enough.783

To begin with, it seems that any argument and hence any belief change concerning784

q leaves the presupposition p untouched. For instance, if we argue about, and take785

various attitudes towards, whether or not Jim quit smoking, or whether or not John786

won the race, all this takes place on the background of the presupposition that he did787

smoke in the past, or, respectively, that there was a race.788

What happens, though, if we argue about the presupposition p itself? I think we789

may distinguish two cases then, instantiated by the two examples just given. Let us790

look at the first example and suppose that I believe that Jim quit smoking and hence791

smoked in the past. Now doubts are raised that Jim smoked in the past, and maybe792

I accept these doubts. What happens then to my belief that Jim quit smoking? Well,793

why did I have this belief in the first place? Presumably, because I haven’t seen Jim794

smoking for quite a while and because I thought to remember to have often seen him795

smoking in the past. It is characteristic of this example that “Jim quit smoking” can796

be decomposed into two logically independent sentences “Jim smoked in the past”797

and “Jim does not smoke now”. Hence, if I am to give up that Jim smoked in the798

past, I have to give up “Jim quit smoking” as well, but I will retain “Jim does not799

smoke now”. This entails, however, that, if the doubts are dispelled and I return to800

my belief that Jim smoked in the past, I will also return to my belief that Jim quit801

smoking, since I retained the belief that Jim does not smoke now. And so we have a802

case of Recovery.803

However, this characteristic does not always hold. Let us look at a second example,804

where q = “John won the race”, which presupposes p = “there was a race”. Again,805

assume that I believe both and that doubts are raised about the presupposition. The806

point now is “John won the race” is not decomposable in the way above. It is usually807

very unclear what John is supposed to have done if there was no race at all, what it is808

apart from the presupposition that is correctly described as John’s winning the race809

(with the help of the presupposition). So, in this case doubts about the presupposition810

are at the same time doubts about John’s having done anything that could be described811

as winning the race in the case there should have been a race. If so, the withdrawal812

of the presupposition p must be accompanied by an explicit withdrawal of q, so that813
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the material implication p→ q is lost as well. Again, we have no counter-example814

against Recovery; Recovery does not apply at all, because a more complex doxastic815

change has taken place in the second example. And it seems to me that, at least under816

the normal interpretation, Levi’s example of the random experiment is of the second817

characteristic. If the coin has not been thrown at all, there is no behavior of the coin818

that could be described as the coin’s showing head in case it had been thrown.819

So, the pragmatic rule stated above seems to apply at least to the second kind of820

example characterized by the non-decomposability of presupposition and content.821

This pragmatic rule is quite different from my above observation about scales. The822

pragmatic effect, however, is the same. And again this effect agrees with Levi’s823

mild contraction. Note, by the way, that what I described as special circumstances824

in the criminal and the random example above can easily be reconciled with mild825

contraction; informational loss is plausibly distributed under these circumstances in826

such a way that mild contraction and AGM contraction arrive at the same result.827

Hence I entirely agree with Levi on the description of the examples. I disagree on828

their explanation. Levi feels urged to postulate another kind of contraction operation829

governed by different axioms, and Makinson has the hunch that taking account of830

justificatory relations will lead to such a different contraction operation. By contrast,831

I find AGM contraction sufficient on the theoretical level and invoke various prag-832

matic principles explaining why more complex things might be going on in certain833

situations than single AGM contractions.834

9 Conclusion835

All in all, I feel justified in repeating the conclusions already sketched in the836

introduction. First, ranking-theoretic conditionalization includes expansion, revi-837

sions, and contraction as special cases. And since the latter can plausibly be explicated838

by ranking theory only in the way specified in Sect. 3, this entails that the standard839

AGM postulates (K ∗1)− (K ∗8) and (K÷1)− (K÷8)must hold for revisions and840

contractions. However, because of its much larger generality (which in turn is due841

to the additional structure assumed in ranking theory) ranking-theoretic condition-842

alization has resources to cope with other kinds of examples and with more kinds of843

belief change than the standard AGM theory. On a theoretical level ranking-theoretic844

conditionalization is all we need.845

The second conclusion is more important. I did not, and did not attempt to, offer846

any systematic account for dealing with all kinds of examples. On the contrary, I847

intentionally used a variegated bunch of pragmatic and interpretational strategies for848

coping with the examples. I believe that all these strategies, and certainly more, are849

actually applied. So there is no reasonable hope for a unified treatment of the exam-850

ples. Rather, we must study all the pragmatic and interpretational ways in systematic851

detail. (Cf., e.g., Merin 1999, 2003a, b, who has made various interesting and rel-852

evant observations concerning the formal pragmatics of presuppositions and scale853

phenomena, though not in direct connection to belief revision.) And we must study854
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the interaction of those strategies. I see here a potentially very rich, but so far little855

explored research field at the interface between linguistics and formal epistemology.856

In a way, the gist of the paper was at least to point at this large research field.857

And the third conclusion is immediate: If this large research field interferes, there858

can be no direct argument from intuitions about examples to the basic axioms of859

belief change; there is always large space for alternative explanations of the intuitions860

within this interfering field. Hence, I have little sympathy for experimenting with861

these basic axioms. Rather, these axioms have theoretical justifications, which are862

amply provided within ranking theory (see Spohn 2012, Chaps. 5 and 8). These863

theoretical justifications are the important ones, and hence I stand by the standard864

AGM axioms unshaken.865
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